Other DCIM Tools

Cormant DCIM

“The system’s ease of use and mobility meant we knew we could roll this out to our teams and they would use it. This has
proved to be the case and multiple teams now ‘self-serve’ using the Cormant-CS web.”
Mike Alexander, Implementation Manager in Data Center Facility Engineering at McKesson, 2014.
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Easy to Use
Cormant-CS delivers a powerful, complete
DCIM solution across web and mobile platforms
using a simple, intuitive user-interface, built
around tabs and a familiar tree approach.

Improve Decision Making
With multiple graphical views of the
data from racks and plan views, to
historical trend and capacity
dashboard, Cormant-CS provides
full infrastructure visibility. When
planning further change trusted
data is used to suggest optimal
asset placement.

Closed Loop Change Process
With use of Cormant-CS on web,
online and offline mobile phones and
tablets and the Cormant integrated
Workflow system. Planning, executing
and visualizing changes as they
happen in ‘real-time’, by recording
change on a mobile device as the
change is made.

Optimize the Data Center
Cormant-CS includes an open script engine to
collect data from almost any device. Combined
with automatically aggregated capacity data,
reporting, alerting and trending, Cormant-CS can
ensure the data canter is optimally used.

THE CORMANT DIFFERENCE
Fully Configurable
Cormant-CS provides an
open framework to define
exactly the equipment,
infrastructure and attributes
each organization requires.
Analytics and data collection
are also configurable to
precise customer needs.

Monitoring and
Alerting
Cormant-CS collects and
monitors data from any
networked device. The data
is used for problem alerting,
trending, capacity
management and change
planning.

Connectivity

Trusted Expertise

Full connectivity
management of all data and
power channels, includes
capacity and redundancy
analysis to ensure maximum
uptime and risk mitigation.

Cormant has been deploying
DCIM solutions since 2003.
Cormant has customers on
five contents from 35 racks
to over 25,000 in a single
instance of Cormant-CS

Full Implementation
Cormant provides a full suite
of implementation services
to ensure customer success.
Cormant is able to offer
services from just training to
full turn-key, including price
guarantees.

Personal support
Cormant staff work with
each customer from presales through
implementation. Cormant
employs an in-house 24hour support desk of
dedicated Cormant experts.
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